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The same pride making quality beds   today, as we had the day we started

METROPOLITAN
luxury



The same pride making quality beds   today, as we had the day we started

More than 60 years of  experience 
and know-how, distilled into every Velda 
Metropolitan bed

In 1954, Mr. Valère Veldeman established a small mattress makers in
Hasselt, Belgium. His son Marc Veldeman, Managing Director, and in charge for 
more than 20 years, continues his fathers achievement, assisted by a motivated 
staff  of  competent and experienced furniture
makers.

Today we have Velda Metropolitan, four models available as standard or
adjustable beds, demonstrating not just the pride and the passion of
many years but also a focus on style and long lasting comfort.



We know you will look after your Velda Metropolitan bed 
and we also know it will look after you

From our latex, that is ultra-breathable and hypo allergenic and our pressure relieving 
memory foam to the beautiful comfort that the luxury of  pure cashmere provides, you 

will be sleeping in the perfect environment.

Add the guaranteed freshness of  Aegis® and the natural hydrating features of  Aegis 
Premium® and you can be sure both sleep and your bed, remain in top quality.

The comfort is supplied by our superior 7 zone pocket spring system to ensure the body 
is supported in all the right places - and not just in the mattress but in the beautifully 

upholstered base too!

The only reason not to fall instantly asleep in a Velda Metropolitan bed is the unique 
articulating adjustable actions that provide infinite resting positions for reading or viewing 

films - your favourite recliner and favourite bed, all in one.





 
              Metropolitan
“much of  our quality and technology is often hidden from view but we are 
very proud to be able to show you the heart and soul of  your bed”

Topper cover

The topper covers are removable and machine washable at 60°C. The 3 top models have a supplementary
Aegis® or Aegis Premium® treatment for permanent protection against bacteria and dust mite. 
Eco-friendly: www.aegis-premium.com. The Excellence topper is also available with a Cashmere/Wool cover.

Mattress toppers

The mattress topper provides a unique luxurious feel and ultimate sleep comfort. Velda Metropolitan has selected 
the very best types of  materials for optimal support, hygiene and longevity. The covers in stretch double jersey 
allow the flexible comfort layers to fully conform to your body contours and movements. All 4 different topper cores 
offer luxurious comfort with optimal ventilation, moisture transport and durability. From the unique softness and 
resilience of  Talalay and Innergetic® Latex or Climalatex to the soothing Memory Foam, reducing 
pressure points.

Mattress

The mattress pocket-sprung core and its comfort layers are the heart of  your bed, providing tailor made support, 
conformity and flexibility to your body. All Velda Metropolitan mattresses have 7 zone pocket spring cores, with 
extra-soft shoulder and firmer lower back support.

Each separate spring is thermically hardened and pocketed and available in Standard or Firmer comfort or 
combined Standard/Firmer comfort in one mattress. The individual support of  every single pocket-spring 
is enhanced by the double sided comfort layers in different types of  Latex or HR foam. Both sides of  the mattress 
are covered with a non-skid 3D-Aerotec® fabric for a stable positioning of  the topper and an increased 
ventilation of  your mattress. Excellence and Grande offer extra ventilation channels in HR foam frame for optimal 
hygiene. 

Base

7 zoned, full depth 100% pocket spring core with a double reinforced metal frame for extra stability. The springs 
reach to the side of  the base  for extra comfort. The spring core and fillings in the base system are mounted onto 
an extra strong wooden frame and upholstered in a wide range of  fabrics. The top layer of  the base spring is 
covered with a non slip 3D-Aerotec® fabric for increased ventilation. Available in standard (fixed) or adjustable 
version.

Electrical Velda Metropolitan divan-springs offer outstanding motorized adjustability with Velda’s exclusive 
“E-Functional” mechanism and wireless remote control. Adjustable bed bases are covered with 
3D-Aerotec® fabric and have an integral, upholstered mattress retainer.

Quality and technology... exactly where you need it.





It is important to you that your new bed remains 
pure and fresh with every nights sleep. To ensure 
this, Velda are focussed on developments that 
actually promote a healthy and clean surface that 
you can rely on.

Firstly, the Velda Metropolitan mattress topper 
covers are removable and machine washable at 
60°C.

The top three models in the collection have a 
supplementary AEGIS® (anti-micobe) or AEGIS 
PREMIUM® (anti-microbe and moisture regulation) 
treatment for permanent protection against bacteria 
and dust mites.

For thermal comfort, it is also important that 
moisture is removed rapidly, because you quickly 
lose body heat to a damp environment. AEGIS 
PREMIUM® prevents the accumulation of  moisture 
in your mattress - which otherwise would be an 
ideal environment for the development of  micro 
organisms.

Ultimate comfort for a healthy and hygienic sleep.

Safe and sound asleep



Aegis Premium
®

long-lasting freshness
and cleanliness 

for comfortable sleep



The adjustable divan sets of  Velda Metropolitan are equipped with the patented E-functional® 
mechanism. The upper and lower part of  the pocket spring base can be adjusted by 2, 3 or 4 
independent motors. This doesn’t set E-functional® apart, but its unique characteristic does: 
once you’ve reached your favourite position, the bed can be tilted on a single pivoting point, 
providing you with the overall comfort of  a reclining chair.

The revolutionary pivoting point also ensures a perfect, ergonomic body position when adjusted, 
giving full support to the different body parts and preventing your body from sliding downwards 
when in the seating position.

All E-Functional® beds have cordless remote control. The Radio Frequency signals provide    
immediate response to remote control.

In order to optimize your practical comfort, all mechanisms have been positioned 25cm from 
each side of  the bed and cables can be clipped to the base. This allows you to clean the bed very 
easily.

E-Functional
Adjustable Comfort
• Available on all Metropolitan models 
• Unique E-Function Mechanism
• 4 fold adjustable pocket spring base 
• Cordless hand controls



E-Functional

e



The Excellence mattress topper has a deep 5cm core of  Talalay Latex and comes with a choice 
of  removable Cashmere or Aegis Premium® stretch covers. The separate mattress topper works 
perfectly with the mattress by allowing the body to sink into the product to provide the highest 
levels of  comfort, support durability and ventilation.

The Excellence mattress has a 7 zoned Triopocket spring unit. The mattress follows the zones in 
the base system perfectly to provide outstanding levels of  support. The edge of  the mattress is 
supported by our ventilated HR side foam support which provides comfortable support right up 
to the edge of  the mattress whilst giving natural ventilation to the unit. 

The Excellence bed also has 3.5cm of  Talalay latex comfort layers on both sides of  the mattress 
allowing the mattress to be turned if  required. The Talalay latex layers work perfectly with the 
7 zoned pocket spring unit and gives a deeper, more comfortable feel to the mattress when 
combined with the Talalay mattress topper.

The mattress is covered in the same furnishing fabric as the base. It also uses non skid 3D 
Aerotec® fabric for stable positioning of  the mattresses and increased ventilation.

Excellence
Luxury with style
• Talalay Latex
• 7 zone Triopocket springs 
• Aegis Premium® or Cashmere





The Grande mattress topper has a deep 5cm core of  Innergetic® Latex and comes with a 
removable Aegis Premium® stretch cover. The separate mattress topper works perfectly with the 
mattress by allowing the body to sink into the product to provide the highest levels of  comfort 
and support.

The Grande mattress has a 7 zoned High Touch spring unit. The mattress follows the zones in 
the base system perfectly to provide outstanding levels of  support. The edge of  the mattress is 
supported by our ventilated HR side foam support which provides comfortable support right up 
to the edge of  the mattress whilst giving natural ventilation to the unit. 

The Grande bed also has 2.5cm of  Innergetic® latex comfort layers on both sides of  the mattress 
allowing the mattress to be turned if  required. The Innergetic® latex layers work perfectly with 
the 7 zoned pocket spring unit and gives a deeper, more comfortable feel to the mattress when 
combined with the Innergetic® mattress topper.

The mattress is covered in the same furnishing fabric as the base. It also uses non skid 3D 
Aerotec® fabric for stable positioning of  the mattresses and increased ventilation.

Grande
• Innergetic® Latex
• 7 zone High Touch springs 
• Aegis Premium®





The Palais mattress topper has a deep 5cm core of  Clima-Latex and comes with a removable 
Aegis® stretch cover. The separate mattress topper works perfectly with the mattress by allowing 
the body to sink into the product to provide the highest levels comfort.

The Palais mattress has a 7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit. The mattress follows the zones 
in the base system perfectly to provide outstanding levels of  support. The mattress is foam 
encapsulated to give strength to the mattress and offer support right up to the edge of  the unit. 

The Palais bed also has 2.5cm of  Clima-latex comfort layers on both sides of  the mattress 
allowing the mattress to be turned if  required. The Clima-Latex layers work perfectly with the 7 
zone pocket spring unit and provides a deeper more comfortable feeling to the mattress when 
combined with the Clima-Latex mattress topper.

The mattress is covered in the same furnishing fabric as the base. It also uses non skid 3D 
Aerotec® fabric for stable positioning of  the mattresses and increased ventilation.

Palais
• Clima-Latex
• 7-zone Interactive pocket springs
• Aegis®





The Superior mattress topper has a deep 5cm core of  Memory Foam and comes with of  
removable stretch Jersey cover. The separate mattress topper works perfectly with the mattress 
by allowing the body to sink into the product to provide pressure point relief  and a distinctive feel 
of  comfort.

The Superior mattress has a 7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit. The mattress follows the 
zones in the base system perfectly to provide outstanding levels of  support.

The Superior bed also has 2.5cm of  High Resilience foam layers on both sides of  the mattress 
allowing the mattress to be turned if  required. The HR foam layers work perfectly with the 
7 zoned pocket spring unit and provides a more comfortable feeling to the mattress when 
combined with the Memory Foam mattress topper.

The mattress is covered in the same furnishing fabric as the base. It also uses non skid 3D 
Aerotec® fabric for stable positioning of  the mattresses and increased ventilation.

Superior
• Memory Foam
• 7 zone Interactive pocket spring





Bedside Cabinet
Let the Velda Metropolitan bedside cabinet be the perfect companion. Expertly upholstered 
to match your bed and available in black wood, dark brown wood and white oak.

Accessories

*Adjustable bases only.

Legs

Corner Optic Atlas alu Atlas black Atlas oak Topaz Float Signum*

Manhattan 
d10xh127cm

Hamilton 
d12xh127cm

Toronto 
d12xh117cm

Canberra
d12xh112cm



Velda Metropolitan Choice - Options to enhance your bedroom

Headboards
Choose from a wide selection of  superior quality headboards, crafted to specifically compliment the high standards of  Velda 
Metropolitan. With secure fixing to the base frame, all headboards are manufactured full height and expertly upholstered both 
front and back.

Latex pillow
Velda Latex pillows are manufactured following the classic 
vulcanisation process. In this process, a mixture of  natural and 
synthetic latex is mixed with air and then cast into a steel mould. 
This mixture is heated to 80°C to ensure the vulcanisation of  
the latex mixture, to form a stable latex pillow.

Perforated cores, optimal ventilation
The ergonomic cores are manufactured in one single block 
with perforations for optimal ventilation and perfect moisture 
management. They are anti-allergenic and anti-bacterial.

Soft, durable and permanent elastic
Velda latex pillows adapt to each head movement always 
offering the required support. Latex has a permanent resilience 
and extreme durability.

Classic
55x55cm Classic 

70x60cm

Comfort 
60x40cm Luxus

70x50cm

Luxus
80x40cm

Ergo
60x40cm

Canberra
d12xh112cm

Baltimore 
d12xh127cm

Bristol 
d12xh112cm

Colombus 
d23xh100cm



 
               Metropolitan

Excellence Grande Palais Superior

Topper 5cm Talalay latex core

Cashmere or Aegis Premium® cover 

Removable and washable (Aegis Premium®)

Piped edges and 3D Aerotec® border

5cm Innergetic® latex core

Aegis Premium® cover

Removable and washable

5cm Clima-latex core

Aegis® cover

Removable and washable

5cm Memory Foam core

Standard cover

Removable and washable

Mattress 7 zoned Triopocket spring unit

15 cm deep spring unit

35mm Talalay Latex both sides

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

23cm total depth

7 zoned High Touch pocket spring unit

15 cm deep spring unit

25mm Innergetic® Latex both sides

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

21cm total depth

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

12.5 cm deep spring unit

25mm Clima Latex both sides HR border support

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

19cm total depth

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

12.5 cm deep spring unit 

25mm HR foam both sides HR border support

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

19cm total depth

Base 7 zoned Interactive spring unit

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

Adjustable Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers

Available sizes:
90x200/210/220 - 100x200/210/220 - 140x200/210/220 - 160x200/210/220 - 180x200/210/220 - 200x200/210/220
The beautiful Velda Metropolitan range of  upholstery covers are available on all beds.



Excellence Grande Palais Superior

Topper 5cm Talalay latex core

Cashmere or Aegis Premium® cover 

Removable and washable (Aegis Premium®)

Piped edges and 3D Aerotec® border

5cm Innergetic® latex core

Aegis Premium® cover

Removable and washable

5cm Clima-latex core

Aegis® cover

Removable and washable

5cm Memory Foam core

Standard cover

Removable and washable

Mattress 7 zoned Triopocket spring unit

15 cm deep spring unit

35mm Talalay Latex both sides

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

23cm total depth

7 zoned High Touch pocket spring unit

15 cm deep spring unit

25mm Innergetic® Latex both sides

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

21cm total depth

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

12.5 cm deep spring unit

25mm Clima Latex both sides HR border support

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

19cm total depth

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

12.5 cm deep spring unit 

25mm HR foam both sides HR border support

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® both sides 

Standard/Firmer comfor t

19cm total depth

Base 7 zoned Interactive spring unit

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides 

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

7 zoned Interactive pocket spring unit

100% pocket spring

20mm HR foam upholstery Fully Sprung

Fabric cover and 3D Aerotec® one sides

Choice of  legs

Optional with skir t

Adjustable Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers Motor System with cordless hand controllers

Available sizes:
90x200/210/220 - 100x200/210/220 - 140x200/210/220 - 160x200/210/220 - 180x200/210/220 - 200x200/210/220
The beautiful Velda Metropolitan range of  upholstery covers are available on all beds.



VELDA is a registered trade mark of  VELDEMAN GROUP - BELGIUM

www.velda.net

Veldeman Bedding n.v. 
Industrieweg-Noord 1155, BE-3660 Opglabbeek

+32 (0)89 366 660, info@veldeman.com
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